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ABSTRACT: The feasibility of generating precise thermomechanical deformation data to support constitutive model development was investigated. Here, the requirement is for experimental data that is free from anomalies caused by less than ideal equipment and procedures. A series of exploratory tests conducted on Hastelloy X showed that generally accepted techniques for strain controlled tests were lacking in at least three areas. Specifically, problems were encountered with specimen stability, thermal strain compensation and temperature/mechanical strain phasing. The present study was undertaken to identify the source of these difficulties and to develop improved thermomechanical testing techniques to correct them. These goals were achieved by developing improved procedures for measuring and controlling thermal gradients and by designing a specimen specifically for thermomechanical testing. In addition, innovative control strategies were developed to correctly proportion and phase the thermal and mechanical components of strain. Subsequently, the improved techniques were used to generate deformation data for Hastelloy X over the temperature range, 200 to 1000°C.

Introduction
Overview
The majority of structural components used in high temperature applications experience some form of thermomechanical loading during service. In order to predict performance under such loadings, it is essential that precise thermomechanical tests be conducted on candidate materials. In particular, if thermomechanical testing is performed in support of constitutive model development, the data must be free of anomalies introduced by less than ideal test equipment and control techniques. To this end, recent advances in digital control systems, instrumentation, and mechanical testing equipment have eliminated many of the difficulties encountered in earlier studies. However, maintaining closely controlled conditions during thermomechanical loading remains a relatively complex task, requiring detailed examination. It is also worthy to note that to date, a standard recommended practice for conducting thermomechanical deformation and/or fatigue testing does not exist.

A state-of-the-art testing facility has been established at NASA Lewis in support of high temperature deformation and fatigue testing of advanced materials. A number of exploratory tests were conducted to investigate the feasibility of generating precise
thermomechanical deformation (TMD) data to support constitutive model development. The testing involved controlled time phasing between the temperature and mechanical strain components under uniaxial strain control; these relationships are shown in Fig. 1. The in-phase and out-of-phase relationships described in Fig. 1 represent bounding or "extreme" relationships between the control variables and are therefore typically selected for TMD testing. A triangular waveform was used to control both temperature and mechanical strain as data generated at a constant loading rate is preferred in constitutive model development. Thermomechanical testing under uniaxial strain control gives rise to complex control conditions because of the first order affect of thermal strain on the control variable [1-4]. Because of this added complexity, the techniques detailed in this paper will pertain directly to thermomechanical, uniaxial strain controlled testing with triangular command waveforms. However, the techniques are equally applicable to the less complicated mode of load control. Also note that although this paper details deformation testing, the control techniques presented are also applicable to fatigue testing. The exception here may be the technique used for temperature measurement, i.e. the use of intrinsic thermocouples, as this technique mares the specimen surface, potentially enhancing crack initiation at these locations.

Initial exploratory tests under strain-controlled thermomechanical conditions identified three general areas which were found to be lacking, namely, specimen stability, thermal strain compensation, and temperature-mechanical strain phasing. These three areas were investigated in detail and experimental techniques and procedures were developed to improve the accuracy of each.

Problem Areas/Issues

The first problem area identified pertains to specimen stability during thermomechanical testing. For Hastelloy X, out-of-phase loadings conducted at temperatures greater than 600°C were found to introduce a cyclic specimen instability referred to as barreling. This behavior has been noted in several materials under a variety of loading conditions [4-11]. Barreling is a cycle-by-cycle ratchetting phenomenon promoting material flow and localized straining; on a cylindrical specimen, this behavior is evidenced as circumferential bulging. Fig. 2 shows a test specimen before and after barreling. In severe cases the barreling is visually detectable very early in cyclic life (N < 0.2N). The test specimen eventually becomes so severely distorted that initial engineering values of stress and strain lose all significance, complicating interpretation of the data. For Hastelloy X, the barreling did not occur under either isothermal or in-phase loading conditions.

Although this behavior has been noted on several different materials during high temperature deformation, investigators have only speculated as to its cause [4-11] and how it relates to the specific test conditions. The barreling has been attributed in part to several sources including inelastic strain magnitude, strain rate, specimen geometry, and mean stress. However, there has been little or no success at eliminating this problem under conditions where it has been found to occur.

The second area identified as requiring improvement was that of thermal strain compensation during a strain-controlled thermomechanical test. If a fixed mechanical strain range is required, an accurate assessment of and compensation for the thermal strain
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3Hastelloy X is a trademark of Haynes International, Inc., Kokomo, IN.
component must be maintained at all times during the TMD cycle. Two simplified approaches can be taken. The first approach is to assume that the thermal strain range can be accurately subdivided into equal strain increments corresponding to equal time increments throughout the cycle. Real-time thermal strain compensation is then accomplished by adding (or subtracting) this constant increment to the desired mechanical strain increment (also constant). This approach can lead to significant errors if the specimen's thermal strain response is not linear with respect to the temperature range, and also if the thermal strains are not consistently linear with respect to time, a condition which is typical during temperature reversals. The second approach is to assume that the thermal strains can be accurately represented by a single thermal cycle recorded prior to the test. This pre-recorded thermal strain versus time history is subsequently accessed (based on cycle time) to obtain the "real-time" thermal strain component. This approach will promote control errors if small temperature variations are experienced within a cycle or from one cycle to the next. The pre-recorded thermal strains remain fixed in time, while the actual thermal strains are likely to fluctuate.

The third area where problems most often arise during thermomechanical testing is that of command variable phasing. This is a problem because the time lag experienced between the command and actual specimen response is different when comparing temperature to mechanical strain (This is also a problem in load-controlled tests.). With state-of-the-art equipment, the response lag value for the mechanical component of loading is essentially zero. However, the response lag value for temperature can be quite large, particularly when a command reversal is issued. Simplified approaches, including simultaneous commands or a mathematical coupling between the mechanical strain command and the temperature response, will usually result in distorted hysteresis loops, such as those shown in Fig 3. These distortions will be evident, both in the stress - total strain space (Fig. 3a), and after post-processing in the stress - mechanical strain space (Fig. 3b). Such distortions are unacceptable in data intended to support constitutive model development.

Experimental Details

Equipment

The load-train of the closed-loop, servo-hydraulic test system used for this study is shown in Fig. 4. Specimens are installed in water-cooled hydraulic grips which incorporate collets for gripping a variety of specimen end geometries. During the TMD cycle, the grips serve as the primary mechanism for specimen cooling. The maximum temperature rate is generally governed by the cooling portion of the cycle, particularly when relatively "low" temperatures are involved in the TMD cycle. Forced air can be used as a means of specimen cooling, however, even if the air is diffused, highly localized cooling (and thus, localized heating) is likely to occur where the air streams impinge the surface of the specimen. For this reason, forced air cooling was not used in this study.

A high temperature, water-cooled extensometer is used to measure axial strains. An axial gage length of 12.7 mm is selected over a length of 25.4 mm because it is easier to control thermal gradients over the shorter test section. Direct induction is used for specimen heating. This method is convenient for rapid heating and temperature cycling, and allows relatively free access to the specimen’s surface to accommodate the extensometer’s probes. Power is provided by a radio frequency (RF) induction heater integrated with a closed loop temperature controller. Type K thermocouple wires are spot-welded onto the specimen’s
Typically, induction work coils are constructed with a continuous single segment design, not allowing independent adjustments of the individual windings. Hence, coil adjustments, directly interpreted as temperature changes along the specimen, cannot be pursued in a systematic manner. In contrast, the work coils and support fixture [12] used here, shown in Fig. 5, consists of three independent coil segments. Each segment is individually adjustable in vertical and radial directions, allowing a systematic approach to temperature modification at localized positions along the specimen.

A minicomputer was used for test control. Control software was written to implement the improved thermomechanical testing techniques developed in this study and manage the data acquisition. The use of RF induction heating will often introduce a significant amount of electrical noise which is highly visible in the digital data. An averaging scheme was implemented in the data acquisition routine to sample the input signals several times and compute an average before writing to the disk. This scheme was successful in the presence of unbiased electrical noise.

Specimen Design

Initial TMD tests were conducted on a specimen geometry originally designed for isothermal, low cycle fatigue (LCF) testing. This design is shown in Figs. 2 & 6a. Although specimen geometry was not found to directly affect the material instability, an improved design was established which assisted in reducing the dynamic temperature gradients, and thus, indirectly aided in reducing material barreling. This specimen geometry is shown in Fig. 6b. The improved design is a smooth shank, thin walled tube with an extended parallel working section. In comparison to the solid cross-section specimen design (Fig. 6a), the tubular construction allows for higher heating and cooling rates while maintaining a high degree of waveform control. Also, the tubular geometry inherently lowers the radial temperature gradients present during thermal cycling. Another advantage of this design over the original solid specimen is the extended central parallel section. This feature provides sufficient length to fully accommodate the induction heater work coils, thereby simplifying the relationship between coil adjustment and associated temperature change.

Improved Techniques

Dynamic Thermal Gradients/Specimen Stability

The specimen barreling noted in the present work often appeared in the form of two bulges occurring above and below the midpoint of the specimen’s gage section; see Fig. 2. After closely monitoring the temperature gradients over the length of the specimen during the TMD cycle (i.e. the dynamic temperature gradients), it was determined that the bulge locations were associated with hot spots (hotter by approximately 10°C) existing at the maximum temperature of the cycle. The correspondence between barreling and the location of a hot spot during temperature cycling was verified by conducting a test with an imposed dynamic hot spot at the mid-gage position. As suspected, the location of the barreling was mid-gage, coincidental with the location of the hot spot during cycling. This clearly identified dynamic thermal gradients as a primary source of the material barreling. Further testing revealed that gradients of seemingly insignificant severity (e.g. ±5°C/gage) were instrumental in promoting barreling under out-of-phase loadings above 600°C. Thus, to
minimize the specimen barreling, effort was placed on refining the techniques used to measure and control dynamic thermal gradients over the gage section. Note that the procedures and techniques discussed below will be influenced to some degree by specific test material and equipment.

Clearly, close control of thermal gradients requires precise temperature measurement over the specimen's gage section. Measurements indicated by a thermocouple reflect the temperature at a highly localized point (i.e. the exact point of physical contact). Experience has shown that direct induction heating can create highly localized "hot" spots. Thus, it is important to place the thermocouples sufficiently close, so as to insure these "hot" spots are detected. After examining several possible configurations, a satisfactory arrangement was established and is shown in Fig. 7. An axial separation of approximately 6 mm provides adequate resolution for temperature monitoring. This eleven-thermocouple system includes two sets of five on opposite sides of the specimen (180° circumferential separation), and one located on the back-side of the specimen (opposite the extensometer probes) to function as the feedback sensor for closed-loop temperature control. The redundant set of five allows verification of the temperature in a circumferential sense as well as a check on the gradients present in the axial direction.

The next step is obtaining a "proper" static temperature profile. Initial testing had revealed that the dynamic temperature gradients were not equal to the static gradients present prior to temperature cycling. Depending upon temperature rate, a static gradient of ±3°C could increase to a dynamic gradient of ±15°C over the 12.7 mm gage section. More specifically, the gage length extremes (positions marked "upper" and "lower" on Fig. 7) experienced temperatures approximately 15°C hotter at the maximum cycle temperature, and approximately 15°C cooler at the minimum cycle temperature, than that found at the mid-section of the gage length.

By way of explanation, recall the configuration of the direct induction coils in Fig 5. Heating is induced by two major and one minor coil winding. Gaps in the windings are necessary to accommodate the extensometer probes. During an increasing temperature ramp, the locations within the major coils will tend to heat faster than the location encircled by the minor (center) coil. This condition can possibly be avoided through the use of multi-zone control. However, the control complications introduced by such a system under TMD conditions may out-weigh the advantages, as each of the zones will require individual mechanical strain/temperature phasing considerations. Specimen cooling is facilitated by the water-cooled grips. This arrangement will inevitably impose a cold-hot-cold (top-center-bottom) axial thermal gradient along the full length of the specimen. During a decreasing temperature ramp, a variable cooling rate along the length of the specimen will be realized, as the ends will cool more rapidly than the mid-section. Thus, both heating rates and cooling rates are higher at the gage length extremes, compared to the specimen mid-section.

In addition to these symmetric anomalies, testing in air allows thermal convection currents to play a role in dynamic temperature gradients. A point located within the lower length of the specimen typically requires more energy than its counterpart within the upper length when a uniform temperature is desired. This effect can be countered under static (isothermal) conditions by proper coil adjustments. However, dynamic (thermomechanical) conditions lead to increased heating rates within the upper length during the heating portion of the cycle, and increased cooling rates within the lower length during the cooling portion of
the cycle.

Given these constraints, it is impossible to cycle temperature without inducing gradients in the gage section. At best, it is possible to eliminate gradients at a specific temperature in the cycle. Three obvious points are considered: 1) average-cycle temperature, 2) maximum cycle temperature and 3) minimum cycle temperature, as schematically represented in Fig. 8. Given that the material barreling increases with increasing temperature, and is associated with the "hot" spots in the gradient, a dynamic temperature profile minimizing the gradients at the maximum cyclic temperature is chosen (i.e. Fig. 8b). With this specific dynamic condition requirement, a corresponding static condition with initial imposed gradients can be established. This technique allows the hot-end dynamic gradients to be reduced to approximately ±2°C over the gage section. Note that by choosing this condition, the cold-end gradients increased. Also note that multi-zone temperature control can potentially minimize this problem.

Another related issue concerns the uniformity of the temperature rate. Several axial locations are found to experience a fluctuating temperature rate after reversal. The closed loop temperature control system uses a thermocouple as the feedback sensor, hereafter called the controlling thermocouple (CTC). Strictly speaking, for the case of single zone control, only the CTC temperature rate is controlled; the temperature rates at all other points along the specimen may deviate from the controlled location. Typically, the CTC is placed at a central position within the gage section. Shown in Fig. 9 is the dynamic thermal profile of a specimen cycled from 600-800°C with the CTC in the "center" position. Here, waveform distortions are revealed at both the "upper" and "lower" gage locations after temperature reversals. This effect can be understood by recalling that locations away from the center of the gage section have a higher heating and cooling rate, and hence, these positions respond more quickly to heater adjustments. The solution to this problem is to place the CTC at a "quick" response position. Shown in Fig. 10 is a comparable thermal cycle with the CTC at the "top" position (as defined in Fig. 7). Obvious improvements are visible when controlling from this position. The CTC is now more responsive (relatively) to heater output changes, thereby eliminating conditions of under and over-heating at other locations during reversals. The variation in thermal response with respect to position is now perceived as a slight lingering of the "center" position during reversals, as linearity is no longer forced at this position. Utilization of this "top" CTC position reduces dynamic thermal gradients and assists in maintaining linear temperature waveforms within the gage section.

The rate of thermal cycling was found to have the greatest influence on all other control parameters; as temperature rate increased all other aspects became more difficult to control. Rates from 25-200°C/min were investigated while monitoring dynamic gradients, temperature rate constancy, and thermal strain compensation. At the higher rates, dynamic temperature gradients became unacceptably high (e.g. ±30°C over the gage section) and accurate thermal strain compensation was not possible. To maintain the desired degree of control, a maximum temperature rate of 50°C/min. was used.

Thermal Strain Compensation

A strain-controlled environment is preferred in experiments supporting constitutive equation development. However, under TMD, difficulties arises in the test control parameters because of the thermal strain's contribution to the total strain. If a fixed mechanical strain range is required, accurate thermal strain compensation is necessary. After evaluating several
techniques, an improved methodology was developed and implemented.

The preferred approach is to relate thermal strain to real-time measurement of specimen temperature. This method relies upon the assumption that a function is capable of representing the thermal strains using an effective coefficient of thermal expansion (ECTE) which correlates the gage section strains to a single temperature measurement. If the temperature range is relatively small, a linear function will perform adequately. However, this is not usually the case with large temperature ranges. Here the non-linear relationship between temperature and strain can be well approximated by a piece-wise linear function. Higher order polynomials can also be employed. However, these functions are not "well behaved" outside the direct input domain and the added complexity is often not justified.

The first step is to determine the physical location of the temperature feedback. After evaluating several axial locations, as well as cases where a temperature feedback is generated by averaging temperatures from several locations, the "top" position (Fig. 7) is selected as performing best, particularly during temperature reversals. This location’s comparatively quick response characteristics make it most suitable for use in a linear thermal strain equation;

\[ \varepsilon^{th} = \alpha^* T + C \]

Here, \( \alpha^* \) is the ECTE, \( C \) is a constant, and \( T \) is the real-time specimen temperature at a "top" positioned thermocouple. The specimen is thermally cycled with load held zero to obtain the value for \( \alpha^* \). To insure the accuracy of \( \alpha^* \), the specimen is again thermally cycled, but this time in strain control, where the thermal strain equation is commanding the "compensating" strains.

Shown in Fig. 11 are the possible results from this cycle, assuming a single linear relationship is valid. Figs. 11a and 11b represent cases where \( \alpha^* \) is greater than and less than, respectively, the optimal value (\( \alpha_o \)). Fig. 11c depicts a condition where \( \alpha^* \) is accurate during the linear temperature ramp, however, became an invalid relationship during reversals. This condition exists if the temperature rate is too fast and well controlled reversals are not maintained. If the equation is working properly, the specimen is cycled in strain control without inducing a notable stress in the specimen (Fig. 11d). Conditions are considered to be well controlled if the induced stress is maintained to within 1% of the maximum stress anticipated in the TMD test. During the test, the total strain command is calculated by summing two independent functions, thermal strain and mechanical strain. This flexible technique is accurate and capable of representing cycle-to-cycle variations in actual specimen temperature.

**Temperature/Mechanical Strain Phasing**

Phasing problems arise in thermomechanical loadings because of command/response (C/R) time differences between mechanical strain and temperature. The C/R time is defined as the real time elapsed between issuing a command and obtaining the response on the test specimen. Mechanical loading frames are capable of rapid real-time response, allowing the C/R time of the mechanical strain component to be insignificant. In contrast, the C/R time for temperature is comparatively large, particularly during command reversals.

The temperature/mechanical strain phasing technique is designed with an emphasis on maintaining a constant mechanical strain rate. The mechanical strain is calculated by a single, time-based, temperature independent function, ensuring a constant rate throughout the complete cycle. In contrast, two temperature command functions are utilized. The first,
referred to as a master/slave command, is dependent on, and slaved to, the mechanical strain function. The second, referred to as a decoupled command, is calculated independent of the mechanical strain function. The sequence in which the temperature commands are issued is shown in Fig. 12.

During portions of the cycle which are not in the vicinity of a command reversal, a master/slave relationship is used to calculate the temperature command. At a pre-determined point prior to a command reversal, the temperature command is decoupled from the mechanical strain function and forced to reverse prematurely (Fig. 12, point a). This point is determined by thermal cycle trials (under zero load) prior to the TMD test and is selected such that the actual temperature response reversal occurs simultaneously with the mechanical strain command reversal (Fig. 12, point b). Representative time values between points a and b are 3 to 8 seconds depending upon specific system configurations, temperature and temperature rate. Note that the value of this interval at the "cold" end of the cycle will likely be different from that established at the "hot" end of the cycle, with the "cold" end value typically greater. As a result of the premature reversal, the temperature command waveform is pushed "ahead" of the mechanical strain waveform. This offset prevents the mechanical strain and temperature commands from being immediately re-coupled into the previous master/slave relationship after reversal. Therefore, a slightly reduced temperature increment (=95% of the slaved command increment) is used after the response reversal (Fig. 12 point b). At the point of intersection with the master/slave command waveform (Fig. 12, point c), the temperature command is re-coupled, and once again calculated by the master/slave relationship. By making use of this technique, reasonably precise phasing can be maintained during reversals without affecting the constant mechanical strain rate, and accurate hysteresis loops (free of distortions) can be obtained.

Strictly speaking, during the de-coupled portion of the cycle after point b (Fig. 12), the temperature and mechanical strain response are out of proper phasing. However, this slight phase shift occurs during the initial portion of the elastic unload and does not introduce abnormal distortions in the deformation response. Also, given the real-time calculations for thermal strain compensation (discussed above), no mechanical strain errors are introduced. This methodology is felt to be the best compromise for maximizing accuracy and control.

Discussion

The improved thermomechanical testing techniques and procedures described above have been implemented into a real-time test control code and integrated into a state-of-the-art high temperature mechanical testing system. A schematic flow diagram depicting the command and execution sequencing is shown in Fig 13. As shown, the two control signals, total strain ($e_t$) and temperature ($T_s$), are digitally generated by the microprocessor and converted to analog signals. The thermal component of the total strain is a function of the real-time specimen temperature ($T_r$) and thus requires an incoming signal for control purposes. All remaining control functions are generated as explicit or implicit functions in real-time. Additional analog signals (i.e. total strain and load) are sampled and recorded.

Given a suitable test system and the control software described above, the sequence for set up and test initiation is as follows. First, temperature ranges and rates are established. Without forced air cooling of the specimen, the cooling portion of the cycle and the desired minimum temperature will dictate the maximum temperature rate. However, from a control standpoint, it is often advantageous to use a temperature rate less than the maximum
manageable rate, as typically, temperature gradients, phasing control, and thermal strain compensation all improve with decreasing temperature rate. After having established a temperature range and rate, the dynamic temperature gradients over the gage section should be adjusted to desired values. This will require thermal cycling the specimen (under zero load) prior to the TMD test. With all tuning and adjustments to the temperature cycle complete, the next step is to determine appropriate time values for the premature temperature command reversals. Again, this is accomplished by comparing the temperature commands to the actual temperature response during thermal cycling under zero load. The final step is to calculate an appropriate ECTE under load control and verify the accuracy of the thermal strain compensation function under strain control. This final step will indicate whether or not the various test parameters have been appropriately selected. If this verification does not produce satisfactory results, it will be necessary to adjust one or more of the test conditions (e.g. temperature rate) and determine revised test parameters.

Having established the improved techniques, a TMD condition associated with severe material barreling was re-visited. A 600-800°C, out-of-phase test with \( \varepsilon^m = \pm 0.003 \text{ m/m} \) was conducted; this loading condition consistently promoted severe material barreling after approximately 300-500 cycles. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 14, alongside an earlier test subjected to identical loading conditions. The specimen tested before implementing the refined techniques was discontinued at 500 cycles. The barreling was visible after only 300 cycles. The specimen tested using the improved techniques experienced over 1100 cycles at which time the test was terminated because of macroscopic cracking. The barreling within the gage section was effectively minimized. A small increase in diameter was experienced above the gage section where strict gradient control was not enforced. Since the cross section of the gage remained constant throughout the duration of the test, the deformation data obtained could be used with a high degree of confidence.

Although the material barreling was clearly associated with temperature gradients present during thermomechanical loading, it is likely that other factors contribute to this phenomenon. As this is a ratchetting/flow type process, the magnitude of inelastic strain will likely have an influence, as suggested by Coffin in Ref. 6. A series of 600-800°C out-of-phase tests were conducted with similar initial static gradients (±3°C) over the gage section. Each test was performed with a different mechanical strain range including 0 (thermal cycle only), ±0.002, ±0.003, and ±0.004 m/m. The thermomechanical cycles were periodically interrupted under controlled conditions for careful outer diameter measurements. Results are shown in Fig. 15 where the diameter increase at the location of most pronounced barreling was reported. The tests reveal that the material barreling is highly influenced by degree of inelastic strain. As previously observed, the barreling was located at dynamic hot spots. It is worthy to note that the specimen did not barrel under "thermal cycle only" conditions, but rather, a small mechanical load was necessary to promote the behavior.

The improved techniques described herein resulted in the capability to perform well controlled, accurate, TMD experiments. These techniques were used to conduct a series of strain-controlled TMD tests on the nickel-base superalloy, Hastelloy X, at temperatures from 200-1000°C. A temperature range of 200°C with a mechanical strain range of ±0.003 m/m was used. In-phase hysteresis loops taken from three of the tests are shown in Fig. 16. Note the absence of abnormal distortions at reversal locations and the distinctive thermomechanical slope changes which occur, most notably in the compressive 800-1000°C deformation. These subtle variations are easily lost if well controlled conditions are not maintained.
subtle variations are easily lost if well controlled conditions are not maintained.
Performing this series of definitive tests enabled the thermomechanical hardening mechanisms and behavior of Hastelloy X to be studied in detail, leading to the identification of behavior unique to thermomechanical loading conditions [13,14]. Most recently, these data were used to provide guidance for the development of thermoviscoplastic constitutive theories.

Summary
The following conclusions were drawn from this study of thermomechanical testing techniques and procedures.
1) The feasibility of generating reliable thermomechanical deformation data was demonstrated using state-of-the-art, computer controlled test equipment. Some improvements in temperature measurement, specimen heating, and specimen design were found to be necessary in achieving this goal.
2) Specimen barreling in out-of-phase tests conducted on Hastelloy X was effectively eliminated by controlling axial thermal gradients within ±2°C over the gage section at the hot end of the cycle. The degree of specimen barreling in less closely controlled tests was shown to increase dramatically as the mechanical component of strain was increased.
3) A procedure was developed for thermal strain compensation which uses linear and piece-wise linear relationships between thermal strain and real-time specimen temperature. Straightforward experimental techniques were developed to check the effectiveness of the thermal strain compensation prior to testing.
4) A technique was developed to ensure proper phasing between temperature and the mechanical component of strain. Temperature is slaved to mechanical strain over the major part of the cycle and decoupled during reversals. Reasonably precise phasing is achieved during reversals by tailoring the temperature command waveform to the thermal characteristics of the test system.
5) The techniques and procedures developed in this study were used successfully to generate definitive thermomechanical deformation data for Hastelloy X.
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Note: Mechanical Strain (\(\varepsilon^m\)) = Total Strain (\(\varepsilon\)) - Thermal Strain (\(\varepsilon^t\))

Figure 1.—Typical phasing relationships in strain controlled thermomechanical loading.

Figure 2.—Specimen before and after cyclic barreling.
Figure 3.—Typical distortions found in hysteresis loops where phasing problems exist.

(a) Stress versus total strain.  (b) Stress versus mechanical strain.

Figure 4.—Experimental setup used for thermomechanical testing.

Figure 5.—Adjustable work coil fixture for direct induction heating.
Figure 6.—Specimen designs. Dimensions given in millimeters.

(b) Improved tubular construction for thermomechanical testing.

Figure 7.—Thermocouple configuration.
Note: The curves represent temperature histories measured at upper, central, and lower locations within the gage section. Thus, at any given time, curve separations are indicative of thermal gradients over the specimen gage section.

Figure 8.—Alignment temperatures for dynamic thermal gradients; (a) average; (b) maximum; (c) minimum.

Figure 9.—Thermal profile with center thermocouple controlling.
Figure 10.—Thermal profile with top thermocouple controlling.

Figure 11.—Verification of the effective coefficient of thermal expansion ($\alpha^*$) in the thermal strain compensation equation, $\varepsilon^{th} = \alpha^* T + C$ ($\alpha_o$ = optimal value for $\alpha^*$): (a) $\alpha^*$ > $\alpha_o$; (b) $\alpha^*$ < $\alpha_o$; (c) temperature rate is too fast; and (d) $\alpha^*$ = $\alpha_o$. 
Figure 12.—Schematic of temperature command sequence.

Figure 13.—Schematic flow diagram depicting the command and execution sequencing for strain controlled thermomechanical testing.
Figure 14.—Specimen barreling: (a) after 500 cycles, before improved techniques; (b) after 1100 cycles with improved control techniques.
Figure 15.—Effect of mechanical strain range on specimen barreling for 600-800 °C out-of-phase.

Figure 16.—In-phase hysteresis loops for Hastelloy X exhibiting minimal distortions.
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The feasibility of generating precise thermomechanical deformation data to support constitutive model development was investigated. Here, the requirement is for experimental data that is free from anomalies caused by less than ideal equipment and procedures. A series of exploratory tests conducted on Hastelloy X showed that generally accepted techniques for strain controlled tests were lacking in at least three areas. Specifically, problems were encountered with specimen stability, thermal strain compensation and temperature/mechanical strain phasing. The present study was undertaken to identify the source of these difficulties and to develop improved thermomechanical testing techniques to correct them. These goals were achieved by developing improved procedures for measuring and controlling thermal gradients and by designing a specimen specifically for thermomechanical testing. In addition, innovative control strategies were developed to correctly proportion and phase the thermal and mechanical components of strain. Subsequently, the improved techniques were used to generate deformation data for Hastelloy X over the temperature range, 200 to 1000 °C.
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